
BORROW MONEY

 Borrow Money is a service on the Crystobol menu that
 allows you to apply for credit from a prospective lender
  or group of lenders.

 Borrow Money works in two ways. Each lender is
 assigned a unique number called a Loan Center Number.
 A customer can apply with their prefered lender using
 the Loan Center Number of that Lender. Alternatively,
 a customer can also prospect for offers from various
 lenders by entering the Loan Center Number 0 (zero).
 The system will then match the customer's request with
the best lenders for their request.

ABOUT METROPOL

 Metropol was established in Kenya in 1996 as a business
 Information and credit management company. In 2006 Metropol
 partnered with GCR to provide credit rating services that enable
corporates to raise capital and meet their financing needs.

 Metropol is also licensed by the Central Bank of Kenya to
 provide Credit Reference Bureau (CRB) Services to ALL banks
 in Kenya. Our CRB services leverage full-file credit information
 sharing and alternative data sources from MFIs, SACCOs, HELB,
 Utilities, Mobile phone companies and providers of goods and
 services on credit to help customers improve their access to
 finance and increase the credit providers’ capacity to lend
 .profitably to more customers

 We support Credit providers in managing Credit Risk throughout
 the credit life cycle in order to increase efficiency and lower
 risk of default and thus maximize  profit. At the same time, we
 provide the credit consumer with tools that will help negotiate
 favorable terms when applying and managing their credit. In
that way, we provide a Total Customer Solution.

WHO HAS REPORTED ME
 This service simply gives a list of all the Lenders who
 have contributed information about you to Metropol
Credit Reference Bureau.

CONTACT US

METROPOL CREDIT REFERENCE BUREAU LIMITED
1st Floor - Wing A, Shelter Afrique Centre
Upper Hill, Longonot Road
P.0. Box 35331 – 00200
Nairobi, Kenya.
 Telephone: +254 20 268 9881, +254 727 413 733,
+274 732 774 666

FEEDBACK

 We value your feedback. Whether it is on the

 performance of our products or services, or whether you
 have a specific issue with your Listing, Credit Report or
 Credit Score, do not hesitate to lets us know. You can
 send us your feedback through the Crystobol menu                                                                          

 creditbureau@metropol.co.ke

www.metropol.co.ke 

 Metropol CRB

@metropolcrb  SIGN UP
TODAY

 *433#



MY METRO-SCORE
 The Metro-Score is a measure of the consumer credit
 worthiness, the likelihood that they will meet their
 financial obligations. The score is calculated using
 mathematical models developed from the behavior
 patterns of credit data provided to the credit bureau.
 The Metro-Score is used by lenders to determine
appropriate interest rates to chage for loans

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
MY LISTING STATUS
 The first option on the Crystobol menu. It gives you
a brief status check:
1. Green: No credit History
2. Black: Negative Credit History
3. Gold: Positive Credit History

MY CREDIT REPORT
 The Credit Report is a detailed account of a customer's borrowing
 with all current credit providers and their performance. The Credit
 Report lists all the credit accounts (both past and present) and
 the repayment history of each account.
 The Credit Report is used by ALL lenders to determine whether
 to approve credit facilities. As such it is important to check your
 credit report at least once every 6 months if you are not actively
 borrowing. You are advised to check your credit report every
month if you are actively borrowing.

CERTIFICATE OF CLEARANCE
 Kenyans passed the new Constitution in 2010 with a desire to cultivate
 a culture of integrity and responsibility. Leaders are now held to a
 higher standard than before. Metropol offer a Certificate of Clearance
 presented as evidence before employment that the customer has not
defaulted on loans. It is also used by lenders.
 On successful processing of the CoC, you can now verify the authenticity
 of the same online at: www.metropol.co.ke/verification


